Oakwood Primary Academy Homework Grid
Year 3, Term 3
Name:

.

Remembering

Understanding

Find out
information
about a desert
plant draw a
labelled
picture.

Design and
draw or build
a totem pole
like those
that native
American
tribes would
have built.

Maths
challenge
Ask Mrs
Rodohan for
this.
Learn 3,4 & 8x
tables

Think about a
film you have
watched
recently.
Explain what
you
liked/disliked
about it.

Applying

Analysing

Creating

Evaluating

Draw a flow
diagram
explaining how
to make a
native
American
canoe.

Write a
Rainbow
acrostic poem.

Create a model
tipi.

How is your
life
different/the
same as a
native
American
Child’s?

Make a fact
card about a
desert animal.
How is it
adapted to
life in the
desert?

Science
investigation:
Find out how
rainbows are
made. How could
you make your
own.

Use your
knowledge of
deserts to
create a
collage
picture
showing the
features.

Find and watch
a desert
documentary on
YouTube

Oakwood Primary Academy Curriculum Letter: Year 3, Term 3

Maths:
English:
This term we will cover the following
areas:
-

Non -Fiction writing
Narrative writing
Poetry

R.E
This term we will be learning about the
miracles that Jesus performed.

Languages:
Year 3 will continue to learn
Spanish

Music:
This term Year 3 will be
working of 3 part harmonies in
choir.

ICT:

This term we will be looking at:

This term we will be looking at:
-We are programmers. Learning how
to programming an animation.

--Place value
- Fractions
-Measures- length & volume
-multiplication & division

Our Paragon Unit this term is:

Native American
Indians

Programming an animation.

This term, Year3 will be learning about life in
Southwest America during the Middle Ages. We
will be looking at
where the first tribes came from, where they
settled, how they lived.

General Knowledge:
Year 3 will continue to expand our
general knowledge of the world around
us.

Jigsaw:
Our theme this term is ‘Dreams
and Goals’

PE:
This term, Year 3 will be covering
basic
Gymnastics

Science:
This term we will be studying:

Light

